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ABSTRACT 
Let R be a matrix of the form R = UUT - WT where U and V are real lower 
triangular Toeplitz matrices and the main diagonal of V consists of zeros. “Lozenge 
algorithms” relating U, V, and Schur parameters for R are presented. Using two 
known descriptions of the Cholesky factors of R, an explicit formula for the Schur 
parameters (generalizing the Levinson-&bin formula) is proved. Statistical estimates 
of the effects of variations in U and V on the Schur parameters are derived. 
1. INTRODtiCTION 
Square matrices with Toeplitz structure, R = { ri_j)jvj_O, play an im- 
portant role in many applications of mathematics. Associated with the N + 1 
distinct coefficients in a symmetric positive definite Toeplitz matrix, there are 
N closely related parameters ci, cs,. . . , cN E ( - 1,l). I. Schur (1917) was 
among the earlier people to recognize the importance of these parameters, 
and they are frequently called Schur parameters. They also bear the name of 
“ reflection” or “ partial correlation” coefficients, but as our emphasis here is 
algebraic we adopt the “Schur parameter” usage. 
The Schur parameters play a critical role in the Schur criteria for 
boundedness of analytic functions in the unit circle (Schur, 1917), which can 
also be used for checking the positive definiteness of R (Lev-Ari and Kailath, 
19&3), and also in the Ievinson algorithm (Levinson, 1949) for the solution of 
linear systems Rx = y, with positive definite symmetric Toeplitz matrices. In 
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recent years it has been realized that many of the notions arising in the 
theory of Toeplitz matrices and systems have an equally important role to 
play in problems involving matrices with more general recursive structures 
(Kailath, Kung, and Morf, 1979; Gohberg, Kailath, Koltracht, and Lancaster, 
1987). Our problem here is of this type. 
Let U and V denote lower triangular real Toeplitz matrices (V with zero 
diagonal) and 
R=UUT-wT (1.1) 
(where T denotes transposition). For some choices of U and V, R will be 
Toeplitz. However, R has a more general recursive structure, and matrices of 
this type also arise in important applications. [They also arise in the work of 
Schur (1917)]. We illustrate this in the context of seismology, where Schur 
parameters arise naturally, and it is our main purpose to show that a familiar 
representation of the Schur parameters of a Toeplitz matrix (sometimes 
known as the Levinson-Durbin formula) generalizes in a natural way. 
Clearly, the matrix R = UUT - WT is defined by the first columns of U 
and V. In many cases these two column vectors (and hence R) contain 
measurement and other errors. It is important to have a realistic measure of 
the effect of such errors on the Schur parameters. We therefore present a 
statistical analysis for the prediction of probabilistic error bounds on the 
Schur parameters which is based on the central limit theorem. Clearly an 
error bound that is satisfied with any probability less than 1 may be useless 
for some purposes. On the other hand, there are cases in which error bounds 
which hold with some high probability less than one are more useful than 
deterministic bounds that are necessarily very conservative. 
The analysis presented here was developed in the context of a now 
classical model of seismology for the transmission and reflection of signals in a 
horizontally layered elastic earth. The modeling details and numerical exam- 
ples can be found in the authors’ paper (Koltracht and Lancaster, 1988). The 
present paper is complementary and gives the mathematical details required 
for a complete understanding of the threshold algorithms presented there, as 
welI as some insight into the structure of positive definite matrices of the 
form (1.1). 
2. A RECURSIVE DEFINITION OF THE SCHUR PARAMETERS 
Suppose that we are given N numbers cr, cs, . , . , cN in ( - 1,l) which are 
candidates for Schur parameters, and a vector u” = [ 1, uy, . . . , &IT that is to 
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FIG. 1. The lozenge diagram. 
generate the lower triangular Toeplitz matrix U in the expression R = LJUT - 
WT. We give a geometric construction for a corresponding vector v” = 
P, 4, * * * , vt]’ that will determine V and hence R. Consider the lozenge 
diagram in Figure 1. Arrows on the sloping edges may be thought of as 
signals progressing in time (which increases to the right). At each vertex, or 
node, of the diagram three or four signals coincide and are related by 
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equations that connect the coincident signals with the parameter of the node 
level. The defining equations on the level k are, for j = k, k + 1,. . . , N, 
(1 - c;y2u; = u;r; - Ckty, 
(2.1) 
(1 - c$/20; = - c#4;1; + vi”-‘. 
Given ckr these equations can be reorganized to solve for any two signals in 
terms of any two others. (In some cases-nodes 1,2,4, and 7 of Figure 1, for 
example -it is necessary to set one signal equal to zero. In the seismic 
problem the U’S and v’s measure the square root of the energy in a signal, 
the ck’s are reflection coefficients of layers, and the equalities (2.1) are 
designed to conserve energy.) 
To generate the sequence vy, vi,. . . , v$ we consider the nodes of Figure 
1 in the numerical order indicated, and ultimately will determine the vector 
v” uniquely. This process can be described in algorithmic form as follows. 
DIRECT ALGORITHM. Given ~00, uy,. . . , us, and cl,. . . , cN: 
1. Compute 
u; = fi (l- cy2t& k=l,...,N-1, 
j-l 
4+1= ck+l& k=O,...,N-1. 
2. For every j = 1,2,. . . , N - 1 compute recursively for k = j, . . . ,2,1. 
-ck 
(1-c;)1’2 
It is clear that the numbers 03, j = 1,2,. . . , iV, are uniquely determined by 
the above recursion. Note that the 2 X 2 matrix in (2.2) is orthogonal, which 
implies that the algorithm is also numerically stable. 
The “inverse” problem, and one posed by seismology, is: given the 
vectors u” and v” consistent with such a model, find the coefficients 
c,,c,,*..,c,. Coefficient ci can be found immediately from the equations 
(2.1) applied to node 1 in Figure 1 (j = k = 1 and vt = 0) to obtain 
cl = vy/ugO. Then, given 020, we work our way back in time from node 3 to 
node 2 to find c,, and so on. From vy, vi,. . ., vt we can find cl, c,,. . ., cN. 
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Now we reorganize these calculations into a “layer peeling” procedure in 
which we progress from the given data in the first layer to the set of signals in 
the second layer (when the first can be discarded) and so on. Introduce the 
vectors in W v+i associated with a fixed layer in Figure 1: 
uk= 0 [ )...) o,u:,u;+l,..., u:lT, 
vk= 0 [ ,..., O,O,Vfil ,..., t&]’ 
(2.3) 
for k = 0, 1,. . . , N (note that v N = 0). Then let 2 denote the lower triangular 
shift matrix of size iV + 1, and rewrite the equations (2.1) in a vector form: 
INVERSE ALGORITHM. Given u” and v”, compute recursively for k = 
1 N ,***, 
[Uk,Vk] = (I+) -1’2[ ZUk-1 vk-l _‘, -Ick . (2*4) 
k 1 
This is a layer peeling algorithm as presented by Bruckstein, Levy, and 
Kailath (1985) (see also Bruckstein, Koltracht, and Kailath, 1986). 
More generally, let us describe the procedures for the generation of v” 
from u” and ci ,..., cv, or the generation of ci ,..., cN from u” and v”, as 
lozenge algorithms. We may then describe the data for an inverse problem as 
a pair of vectors u” and v” that are consistent with a lozenge algorithm and a 
set of parameters ci, c2,. . . , cN in ( - 1,l). 
3. LOZENGE ALGORITHMS AND CHOLESKY FACTORIZATION 
We now associate a real symmetric matrix R of size N + 1 with the 
lozenge algorithms. Let u”,vo be the vectors associated with the first layer of 
the lozenge diagram, and let U, V be the lower triangular Toeplitz matrices 
whose first columns are u” and v”, respectively. Now define 
R=UU’-WT. (34 
Note that, because vg = 0, the matrix V is strictly lower triangular. 
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Our first result establishes a one-to-one correspondence between all 
N-tuples {(c,,..., c,):c~E(-1’1)’ j=l,...,N} and all N-tuples v” such 
that for a given u”, the matrix R = UUr - W r is positive definite. It will be 
convenient to normalize the signals in each layer so that the first downgoing 
signal of each layer, ~00, u:, . . . , is equal to one. Then, assuming that 24: = 1, 
the transformation from layer k - 1 to layer k takes the form 
[Ilk vk] = (1 -c;) -‘[ zUk-’ vk-l _lck -lck]> (3.2) 
and the next Schur parameter is simply 
(3.3) 
Thus, from now on we assume that vectors uk and vk are generated via (3.2) 
and (3.3). 
First we need a simple lemma (Kailath, Kung, and Morf, 1979). Recall 
that 2 denotes the lower triangular shift matrix. 
LEMMA 1. Let a = [a,,~, ,..., a,]r, and A be the lower triangular 
Toeplitz matrix of size N + 1 determined by a; that is, 
A=[a Za .a. ZS]. 
Then a matrix X of size N + 1 satisfies the equation X - ZXZT = aaT if and 
only if X = AAT. 
The proof is not difficult and is left to the reader. 
THEOREM 1. The vectors u” and v” are consistent with a lozenge 
algorithm with cl, I+,. . . , cN E ( - 1,l) if and only if the matrix R = RN of 
the equation (3.1) is positive definite. Moreover, in this case its Cholesky 
factorizutim R = LDLT is defined by 
L+p u1 . . . #] 
N 
I-u - .,I 
j=l 
1 cf . 
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Proof. Given u” and v” with the required properties, let us first 
establish the positive definiteness of R. For 1 = 0, 1, . . . , N define the lower 
triangular matrix 
L,+p . . . u* 0 .-- 01. 
For convenience, write co = 0, and define the positive semidefinite matrices 
Note that S, = LDLT and is positive definite, Define 
and note that RcN) = R and R(O) = So = diag[O, 0,. . . ,0, IIT_ I( 1 - cf )]. 
We use induction on N - 1 to prove that RcN) = S, and so establish the 
necessity. Defining X, = RcN-I) - [n&,(1 - c~)u’(u’)~], and noting that 
ZN-‘v’ = 0, Equation (3.4) can be rewritten in the form 
Then the matrix X, is seen to satisfy the equation 
x, - ZX,ZT= ( fio(l -$?)) [(Zd)(ZUI)T- vyvy] 
=~lio(l-c;)[zu~ dI ; 
‘= 
_; I[ 1 ‘;;‘: * 
Now the recurrence (3.2) gives 
[ zu’ vl] = Lul+l vl+l 4 Q;, “‘;‘I, 
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and it is found that 
X,-ZX,ZT= ( ~~(l-c~))[u’+L(U1+~)~-y~+I(ylil)~]. 
Using the lemma and the definition of X,, we have 
-(Z kVl+l)( 2% l,l)T] 
= R'N-'- 1) 
Making the induction hypothesis, RcN-‘-‘) = SN_l_,, we now see that 
R(N-0 = S N_I and hence R is positive definite. 
Conversely, given vectors u and v (u,, = 1) for which R is positive 
definite, we first form the Cholesky decomposition of R, R = LDL*, where 
L = [d, cdl,. . , oNland D=diag[d,,d,,..., dN]. Clearly w” = u and do = 1. 
It follows from the positive definiteness of R that the N - 1 X N - 1 matrix 
is also positive definite. Let s = [to,, . . . , uN_JT and t = [vi,. . . , vNIT, and S 
and T be the lower triangular Toeplitz matrices defined by s and t respec- 
tively. Then, clearly, 
R ,_,=SST--mT, 
and, if Z,_ i denotes the (N - 1) x (N - 1) lower shift matrix, 
R N-l -2 R z 
T N-1 N-1 N_l=~T-tf. 
Since the 2 x 2 principal leading minor of R is equal to 1 + uf - 0; - uf, it 
follows that loi1 < 1. Therefore, denoting ci = vi, we can write 
b (l),v(l)] = (l- c!,2) -‘[s,t][ _‘, 
1 
-lc’]. (3.6) 
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It is straightforward to check that 
and hence by Lemma 1 
R N_l=(l-C~)[U~(U~)T-V~(V1)T], (3.7) 
where U’ and V’ are lower triangular Toeplitz matrices defined by u1 and 
v1 respectively. Comparing (3.7) with (3.5) we get 
d,=l-c,2 and ol= 
Applying the above argument to R,_, in place of R and repeating this 
process N times, we obtain a sequence cl, cs,. . . , cN with lckl < 1, k = 
1 , . . . , N. Comparing (3.6) with (3.2), we see that this sequence is consistent 
with the lozenge diagram. The theorem is proved. n 
Arguments used in the proof of the above theorem appeared in Lev-Ari 
and Kailath (1986) (see also Kailath, Bruckstein, and Morgan, 1986). 
4. A GENERALIZED LEVINSON ALGORITHM AND 
CHOLESKY FACTORIZATION 
The matrix R of Equation (3.1) is not generahy Toeplitz, but it does have 
a recursive structure that admits the application of a generalized Levinson 
algorithm for the solution of linear systems of the form Rx = y. As in the 
Levinson algorithm itself, the solution of such systems can be computed 
recursively using the solutions yk of the systems 
Rkyk = ek9 k=Ol N. 7 ,***, (4.1) 
Here, R, is the leading submatrix of R of size k + 1, and ek is the last unit 
coordinate vector of R k+ ‘. The complete algorithm is due to Gohberg, 
KaiIath, Koltracht, and Lancaster (1987, Algorithm S), and it is a remarkable 
fact that the Cholesky factorization of R can also be expressed in terms of 
the vectors ~a,..., yN. Our main result (Theorem 3) is obtained by comparing 
the two representations of the Cholesky factors of R that we obtain in this 
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be the matrix made up of the first k + 1 columns of R, and define the 
(N+ l)X(N+ 1) matrices 
Rk o 
Eik= RC 
[ 1 k ” k=O,l,..., N. 
(Note that I&, = [u’,e,,e,, . . . , eNI.) The algorithm for computing the vectors 
yk of Theorem 3 requires the generation of auxiliary vectors +J~,%,,~~ defined 
by 
&?k = ek) &i$k = v”, jj ji k k =zTVO > &j$ = ZTuo, (4.2) 
where Z is, as usual, the lower shift matrix and ek is ako the (k + l)th 
coordinate vector in WN+l. Note that the coefficient matrix is the same for 
each system and that the vector yk that we ultimately need is just the first 
k + 1 entries of A. Typically, we denote the entries of the vectors by writing 
jG, = [xk(O), xk(l),***, xk(N)IT. The algorithm for finding these auxiliary vec- 
tor sequences, and hence Yk and ck+r, is as follows: 
ALGORITHM 1. 
1. Letfi”=uo-eo=[O,u~,...,u~]T,anddefine 
To = u”, qlo = VO, go = zT,J’ - &-i 1 0, y. = ZTUO - z&i,. 
2. For k = 1,2,. . . , N compute recursively 




j+k = yk:k-_l+ Yk-I@)(% - 8k)* 
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Algorithm 1 can be used for the computation of the reflection coefficients 
associated with given vectors u” and v”. Although it is more complicated 
than the layer peeling algorithm, it has the advantage that it also gives 
information about the inverse of the matrix R, which is necessary for the 
perturbation analysis of the matrix R, and this, in turn, is necessary for the 
perturbation analysis of the following sections. Algorithm 1 has the same 
order of complexity as the layer peeling procedure, namely O(iV2), and is 
well suited for implementation on modem computer architectures, such as 
parallel and pipelined machines. These considerations account for the dilation 
of matrices R, to fi,, which is the crux of the algorithm. As examination of 
the algorithm shows, this has the effect of eliminating the accumulation of 
inner products from the procedure. For more detailed analysis of Algorithm 1 
and discussion of its numerical properties see Gohberg et al. (1987). 
Note that the recursive procedures for recovering reflection coefficients 
[either by the layer peeling algorithm (2.4) or by Algorithm l] are unstable in 
the presence of measurement noise. This is due to a rapid magnification of 
errors made at the top level of the lozenge diagram, as the algorithms proceed 
to deeper levels. Our companion paper (Koltracht and Lancaster, 1988) is 
devoted to the analysis of this magnification and a “threshold” technique that 
stabilizes the procedure to a remarkable degree. 
Now let us describe the Cholesky factors as generated by Algorithm 1. 
THEOREM 2. 
(a) me vectors {Vk}f_o, {~k}~_o, {~k}~=o, and {@J,)~==, generated by 
algorithm 1 satisfy the equatiom (4.2). 
(b) The factorkathm R = LDLT has the representation 
5. REPRESENTATION OF THE SCHUR PARAMETERS 
The objective of this section is to establish the main result of the paper. It 
shows that a certain representation of the Schur parameters that is familiar in 
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the case when R is Toeplitz, generalizes immediately to positive definite 
matrices of the form (3.1). 
THEOREM 3. Let u”,vo be consistent with a lozenge algorithm and a set 
of parameters cl, c2,. . . , cN in ( - 1, l), and let the vector yk satisfying 
Equation (4.1) have components yk(0), ~~(1)~. . . , yk( k). Then fm k = 
O,l,...,N- 1 
ck+l= ~~oYkw$+l. (5.1) 
Note that, by the preceding theorem, R, is positive definite for each k, so 
that the equations (4.1) are, indeed, uniquely solvable. The proof of Theorem 
3 relies mainly on a comparison of the representations of L and D in the 
factorization of R obtained in Theorems 1 and 2. Let us first establish a 
technical lemma. It will be convenient to adopt the convention that 
52, = 
Xf' 
[ 1 xp ’ 
where xi’) = xk is a vector of length k + 1, and rp) has length N - k; and 
similarly for pk, @I~,Y~. 
LEMMA 2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3, let Z,, & be defined as 
in the equations (4.2). Then, for k = 1,2,. . . , N, cp,_Xk) = 0 implies that 
xk_ l(k - 1) = 0. 
Proof. From the equations (4.2) we obtain 
and it follows that, if Z, is the lower triangular shift matrix of size k + 1, 
ZkRk k, 
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However, using Equation (3.1) it is easily seen that 
R, - Z,R,Z,T = uku; - VkVkT 
(where uk = [l, ul, u2 ,..., ~,]r), whence 
for some numbers a and /L Now uk = R,e, and vk = R,rpf), and, as R, is 
invertible, we have 
In particular, xk_ l(k - 1) = /+k(k). But it follows from Algorithm 1 that 
qk(k) = (Pk_l(k)Yk(k). n’JS, X,_,(k) = &k-&k)Yk(k), and the lemma fOl- 
lows. n 
Proof of Theorem 3. First compare the representations for D in Theo- 
remsland2.Weseethat,fork=l,..., N, 
so that pk = - ci for k = 1,. . . , N and hence, from Algorithm 1, 
C;= - Xk-l(k - 1)(Pk-l(k). (5.2) 
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Now extend the vectors - vf), (pj;2), and define vectors of length N + 1 by 
g,= [ _;i2)], f,= [P;J k=O,l,..., N. 
We show that {gk}f_‘-, and {fk)y_O satisfy a recurrence-like equation (3.2). 
Observe first that 
and 
f,=(l+//{ -vk-dk)Zgk-l+fk-1). 
In other words, 
[gk fk] = $---[zgk-l fk-l][ _-x _;k_I) -‘k;1(k’]. (5*3) 
k 1 
Comparison of the representations for L in Theorems 1 and 2 shows that, in 
fact, gk=uk for k=O,l,..., N. Also, from the initial conditions of the 
algorithm [see Equation (4.2)] we have f, = &, = v”, and p,(l) = ui = ci, 
r,(O) = ut = ci. Assume inductively that 
f k-l k-l=v > (Pk-l(k) = Xk_# - 1) = ck* 
Then, since ,.&k = - ci, (5.3) becomes 
I gk fk] = &[ Zuk-’ vk-l J[ 1 - ck - ck I 1 ’ 
and it follows by comparison with (3.2) that fk = v k and, in particular, 
(Pk(k + 1) = okk+ i = ck+ 1’ Equation (5.2) then shows that, when ck+i # 0, 
xk(k) = c~+~ also. However, when ck+i = 0 we have qk(k + 1) = 0, and it has 
been shown in the lemma that also xk(k) = ck+l= 0. Thus, the induction is 
complete, and we have ck+i= xk(k)=qk(k +l) for k= O,l,..., N- 1. 
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Finally, since 
and R,_,yj!!, = ek-l 9 
we have 
6. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF PERTURBATIONS 
On applying our procedures to analysis of practical inverse problems, it is 
inevitable that the data (which make up the vectors u” and v”) will be 
subject to measurement and other errors. We wish to estimate the effect of 
such errors on the predicted values of the Schur parameters ci. c,, . . . , c,,,. 
This analysis is simplified if it is assumed that, in the lozenge diagram of 
Figure 1, the source signals (obtained by extending the diagram above the 
top layer) make up an initial impulse only (also called an “ideal source”). 
This extension requires the allocation of a Schur coefficient to the top surface, 
say c (with ]c] < 1), and it is easily seen that in this case, 
u” = e, - cv’, (6.1) 
where e. is the first unit coordinate vector. This is not a serious assumption, 
as the transformation from input (above the top layer) to v” is a discrete 
filter, so that the response v” to a more general input is obtained by 
convolution with the response to the ideal source (see Bruckstein et al., 1988, 
for more details). 
Let vk be the lower triangular Toeplitz matrix whose first column is 
10,+J:,..., ui!*. Then for k = 0, 1, . . . , N, the matrix R, of Equation (4.1) 
can be written in the form 
Rk=Ik-c{vk+$?} -(I--c2)v,v,T. (6.2) 
Let E, be the lower trianguhu Toeplitz matrix whose first cohunn is the error 
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sequence e = [0, Cr, . . . , ck] T. Then for 0’ = v” - e we also have 
fik=Ik-~{Vk+V:-Ek-E;} -(1-c”){(V,-E,)(V;-EC)}, 
and we write 
=c(E,+E,T)+(l-c2){EkV;+VkE;-EEkE;} (6.3) 
for the error in R,. 
In general little is known about the nature of the errors pi,. . . , cN. We 
now introduce plausible hypotheses concerning these errors that lead to 
estimates of jlF,J in the spectral norm, i.e. the norm induced by the 
euclidean vector norm. A case will be made for the hypothesis that, when N 
is large, the entries of EkVkT and E,ET are normally distributed and estimates 
will be obtained for the associated parameters. 
It is well known (see, for example, Frieden, 1983) that if {cl,. . . , c,, } are 
independent random variables, which are identically (but arbitrarily) distrib- 
uted, having zero mean and variance u,“, and a = [a,, . . . , aNIT is a fixed 
vector, then, as N + 00, Cy_ ra Jo j is asymptotically normally distributed with 
zero mean and variance being equal to uC211a112. Using a standard statistical 
estimate, we obtain 
LEMMA 3. Let aERN, and let E=[L~,...,c~]~ be a vector in RN, 
whose components are independent random variables identically distributed 
with zero mean and variance equal to CT,“. Then as N + 00, and with 
probability 0.998, 
I(a7e)l < 3%Il4 (6.4) 
Regarding the question of how large N must be, it is observed in the 
statistical literature (see, for example, Frieden, 1983) that already for N = 4, 
(a, E) appears to be normally distributed to a good approximation. 
Assume now, for example, that the ej are uniformly distributed between 
- c and c (le jl < c for some fixed noise level L > 0). Then, for any vector 
a E W “I, 
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is asymptotically normally distributed 
uc2[1a112, where u,” is the variance of e j. 
with zero mean and variance uf = 
In fact a2 = le2 and so )L 3’ 
Also, it is easily shown that z jek has an associated probability distribution 
- (2e2))‘log((tl/~2) on [ - c2, c2] and variance ie4. Consequently, a sum 
like Cy= r~ jeN_ j is asymptotically normally distributed with mean zero and 
variance 
u2 = ‘NC4 
2 9 . (6.6) 
It follows now from Lemma 3 that for sufficiently large N and with 
probability 0.998 
Ih +I < fillak (6.7) 
We will need a careful estimate of llFkall m, where Fk is given by 
Equation(6.3),aERkf’,and II~II,=rnax~.~,~+~l~~(foranyxEIW~+’. We 
have 
Fka=c(Ek+El)a+(l-c2){EkV,Ta+VkE,Ta-E,E,Ta}, (6.8) 
and we examine the (i + 1)th element of Fka, namely eTFka. The expression 
(6.8) gives the sum of four terms for eTFka. As in (6.5), we take it that 
e;f(E, + E:)a is normally distributed with zero mean and variance u,“l/all” 
= $lal12e2. For the next term write 
k+l 
erEkVkTa = C Aia i 
j=l 
where h j may be assumed to be normally distributed with mean zero and 
variance not exceeding u,“Ilv II 2. Then we see that, for each i, eTEkVkTa may 
be assumed to be normally distributed with mean zero and variance 
~,211al1211~l12 = i-l141211~ll c . 2 2 The same conclusion is found to hold for the term 
eTV,EEa. Using (6.6) we see that eTE,E[a has variance $llal/2~4. 
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Bringing these statements together, we find that with probability 0.998, 
IIQ4, < &4 llallr +2fi(l - c2)llall I/VI)< +(l - c2)k’/2~~a~~~2. 
Now the positive definiteness of R, implies that 
1- (1 - cs)~~v~~s > 0. 
Hence, with probability 0.998, 
llFk41m < 6( ICI+ W - c2)1’2)~~a~~6 + (1 - c2)N1/2~~a)~~2. (6.9) 
Observing that IcI+2(1- c2)‘” Q fi for Ic( < 1, this inequality implies that 
when e G N- li2, and for any c, 
llFk41m < 5llalk. (6.10) 
Note that when JcJ = 1, (6.9) immediately reduces to llFkalloo c &?llallc, with 
no constraint on the relative sizes of E and N. Note also that for the spectral 
and infinity matrix norms (see Lancaster and Tismenetsky, 1986, Chapter 
lo), (6.10) implies 
llh - &II, = IFAl, G lIFtAx, < 5~. 
In many applications, including seismology, inequalities like (6.9) and 
(6.10) can be accepted as working hypotheses, recognizing some small 
probability that they will be violated. Their vahdity is consistent with 
experimental evidence presented in Bruckstein et al. (1986) and Koltracht 
and Lancaster (1988) for example. 
7. ESTIMATION OF THE SCHUR PARAMETERS 
The estimates of the preceding section can now be combined with 
Theorem 3 to obtain bounds for the errors in the Schur parameters, say 
II 
ci, . . . , tN, predicted in the presence of errors in the data, i.e. as predicted by 
the perturbed output sequence a,, d,, . . . ,a, obtained from an ideal source. 
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In contrast to Equation (5.1), we have (as long as Z?, is positive definite) 
A 
ck+l= j~ofkwu;+l. 
As before, write v” = 0’ + Q and obtain 
I 
ck+l-ckil= i [yk(j) - ?k(j% $+ i fk(j)ej+l* (7.1) 
j-0 j=O 
It follows from (4.2) that 
fi,[$,(o) ,..., &(k)]‘= [6;,...,6;+1]‘, 
and we note that the solution vectors f k = [ X*k(O), . . . , gk(kl] r are produced 
by Algorithm 1. Using this in (7.1) and the fact that fii = R, yields 
A 
ck+l -ck+l= 0 akR;l - I)ekyfk) + (Yk, ck), 
where ( , ) denotes the dot product. Since Fk = ii, - Rk, we have (k$;’ 
- Z)e, = Fk& and hence 
where lPklli = Xi_olEjJ. Using estimates (6.7) and (6.10), we find that, with 
probability 0.998, and provided E < N-‘12, 
bk+l- c^k+li < ~(5~~fkh + fi)llYkll* (7.2) 
Finally, we are to estimate llvkjl in tt?rrm of the computed VeCtOr Pk. we have 
yk = R;1ffk9k = (I- fi;‘F,) -l&. 
It follows from (6.8) that Pk - defllff;lFk[l = O(c) as c + 0. In particular, if E is 
so small that pk < 1, then 
hkll 4 (I - Pk) - lII?kll, 
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and it follows from (7.2) that 
= C(5llfklll +qIIPkll+ w> (7.3) 
as c -+ 0. Thus, when one has reason to believe that the e2 term is relatively 
small, the inequalities 
make good working hypotheses. 
In seismology the case c = - 1 has special interest (the “marine” case). 
Algorithm 1 reduces to the Levinson algorithm, and it can be shown (see 
Koltracht and Lancaster, 1986, 1987) that the final estimate (7.4) simplifies 
accordingly to 
(7.5) 
The importance of these estimates lies in the fact that the bounds are 
expressed in terms of quantities that are by-products of the algorithm used to 
calculate elk+ r itself. 
Let us summarize the estimates that apply for any surface reflection 
coefficient c E [ - l,l]. Recall also that Equation (6.1) holds and that the 
perturbations in v” are uniformly distributed in [ - c, E]. (However, using 
Lemma 3, a similar analysis can be carried out for other distributions of the 
errors in v’.) 
PROPOSITION. Assume that, for a fixed integer N and all vectors a E Iw “, 
the inequality (6.4) holds. Then with probability 0.998 and for k = 1,2,. . . , N 
we have 
lIEi, - Rklls < 5-5 
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